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Abstract— Recent advancements in Bayesian likelihood-free
inference enables a probabilistic treatment for the problem
of estimating simulation parameters and their uncertainty
given sequences of observations. Domain randomization can be
performed much more effectively when a posterior distribution
provides the correct uncertainty over parameters in a simu-
lated environment. In this paper, we study the integration of
simulation parameter inference with both model-free reinforce-
ment learning and model-based control in a novel sequential
algorithm that alternates between learning a better estimation
of parameters and improving the controller. This approach
exploits the interdependence between the two problems to
generate computational efficiencies and improved reliability
when a black-box simulator is available. Experimental results
suggest that both control strategies have better performance
when compared to traditional domain randomization methods.

I. INTRODUCTION
Advancements in simulation have allowed robotics learn-

ing to become more efficient and realistic in recent years.
By creating accurate models of the real world one could
train perception models and control policies entirely in sim-
ulation and have them seamlessly deployed in a real robot.
However, there is still a range of possible improvements in
simulation techniques before they can capture reality with
all its complexities. ”Reality gap” is a term used when the
environment model used in a simulator does not represent
the targeted system accurately enough so we can achieve the
desirable performance when deploying a robot in the real
world.

It is known that oversimplified assumptions or insufficient
numerical precision in solvers can play a major role in how
well a simulator models its target desired system. Existing
prior knowledge about simulation parameters is often incor-
porated through a series of trial and error experiments until
a good approximation is reached. This process is inefficient
and time consuming as it involves running non-optimal
control strategies on expensive and fragile robots.

Domain Randomization (DR) is a popular technique often
used to mitigate the above problem. In this approach, a robot
is trained on a wide range of simulations, each of them
initialized with different parameters [1] and sampled from
an uniform distribution over the entire space. On one hand,
this process can be fast as it exploits parallel computation
where each simulator can be executed simultaneously. On
the other hand, its efficacy has been proven to work only on
a handful of closed-loop robotics problems.

System identification is another way of addressing the
above scenario. In this approach one can leverage real data

to better estimate simulation parameters. However, traditional
methods assume that the equations of the underlying dynam-
ical system are known, limiting their use to simulators that
expose their physics models.

In this work, we build upon the idea of using probabilistic
inference to learn distributions over simulation parameters
[2]. This technique leverages recent advances in likelihood-
free inference (LFI) for Bayesian analysis to learn posteriors
over simulation parameters based on rollouts obtained from
the target system. Previous work [2] managed to learn
distributions over parameters, but it required a reasonable
initial controller that was able to explore the dynamical
system in relevant regions of the state-space. Alternatively, in
this paper we propose an end-to-end approach that combines
posterior updates with controller improvement.

More formally, we provide the following contributions:
• We present an end-to-end approach for solving the

Sim2Real problem where we tie together controller
performance with simulation parameter inference

• We propose a sufficient-statistics-free method (SSLFI),
where Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are used to
automatically learn a latent representation of rollouts.
This is a more scalable solution as it enables traditional
Likelihood-Free Inference (LFI) in other data domains
(e.g. images, videos and etc).

• We provide thorough experimental results on Sim2Sim
and Sim2Real problems that shows the flexibility of our
method.

II. RELATED WORK

Modern simulators have enabled a more efficient frame-
work for developing new robotics methods. However, these
simulators often make many assumptions where approxima-
tions are required to solve complex dynamics represented by
differential equations. Fortunately, the increase in computa-
tional power has led this new wave of parallel simulation. A
single simulation can be certainly inaccurate, but, multiple
simulations, when combined, can capture reality in all its
details. As seen in recent work [2][3], its generally under-
stood that an ensemble of simulations can provide better
approximation to the underlying complexity in a dynamical
system .

Simulation parameters can vary from physical properties
such as damping, friction and object masses [1] to visual
parameters like textures, shapes and reflection [4]. The
work of finding accurate models of the environment can be
dated back to research in system identification [5][6]. Still,
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models trained on images from a non-realistic simulator will
frequently fail when deployed to a real world environment.

Lately, Reinforcement Learning (RL) has been success-
fully used to train controllers in robotics. However, due to
the stochastic nature of such algorithms, learned models are
less robust to changes in simulation parameters. To overcome
this problem, policies have been trained on distributions of
simulators whose parameters are fit to real-world data [3].
In this work, the algorithm switches back and forth updating
the domain randomization distribution by minimizing the
difference between simulated and real world trajectories.
Generalizations of these methods have also been attempted
by varying simulation parameters in control tasks [7]. This
helps to understand how simulation accuracy impacts control
policies. Another possible approach, when the simulator
is differentiable, is to use its gradients to make inference
of physical properties. This has been used to learn such
parameters on a rigid-body system [8].

Alternatively, Model Predictive Control (MPC) can also
be used as a robust technique in control problems. Methods
in this domain often seeks to iteratively find a solution of
an optimisation problem for a receding finite time-horizon
using an approximate model of the system [9]. In this way,
sampling can be made more efficient if the internal model
of the system reflects well the real environment where the
robot is being deployed. Therefore, the use of distributions
over simulator parameters can have major applications in
several areas of robotics control.

Estimating accurate distributions of dynamical systems
can enable robust policy learning in both open-loop and
closed-loop scenarios [2]. In [10], the authors explore how
using distributions over the model parameters can help
training more robust model based controllers when compared
to those using maximum-likelihood point estimates.

The use of Bayesian inference can be borrowed from more
traditional statistics methods such as approximate Bayesian
computation (ABC) [11]. Improvements over this method
such as Rejection ABC [12], Markov Chain Monte Carlo
ABC (MCMC-ABC) [13], Sequential Monte Carlo ABC
(SMC-ABC) [14] and finally the ε-free approach [15] have
enabled Bayesian inference on a wide range of problems.
These methods are usually referred to as Likelihood-Free
Inference (LFI) in traditional statistics literature. Their main
advantage is that they can handle any problem where the
simulation is a black-box generative model.

However, for LFI methods to work well, there is a strong
dependency on manual specification of sufficient statistics
representing trajectory roll-outs. In several scenarios, the data
is either high dimensional (e.g. images, videos) or highly
correlated (e.g. time series) which makes the definition of
sufficient statistics challenging. Even state-of-the-art tech-
niques [16] have still not addressed the issue of dealing
with high dimensional input data. Attempts to use sufficient
statistics in these cases will not provide a reasonable repre-
sentation of simulation data which can drastically impact the
overall performance. This, unfortunately, limits the usage of
such methods to simpler time-series inputs. Our trajectory

embedding technique with recurrent neural networks is an
alternative to resolve some of these issues.

III. LIKELIHOOD-FREE INFERENCE

In this section, we provide an overview on the use of
likelihood-free inference (LFI) to overcome the ”reality gap”
in robotics simulators. We follow the derivation in [2]
where black-box simulators with intractable likelihoods are
incorporated into a learning method to estimate the posterior
over simulation parameters. This can then be used to train
robust policies with domain randomization that are capable
of being deployed in a wider range of robotics tasks.

A simulator is a generative model usually parametrized
by a vector of parameters θ. These parameters are used to
generate an output vector x representing the behavior of a
dynamical system. This process, implicitly, defines a likeli-
hood function p(x|θ) which we usually cannot evaluate but
we can instead generate samples from. This is achieved by
simply running the simulator; we hereby call this approach as
forward modelling. However, one is actually interested on the
inverse problem that maps real observations xr back to the
most likely parameters θ that could have possibly generated
them.

Given a black box generative model (e.g. simulator), where
xs = g(θ) are the simulated observations and xr are
observations from the real world, the goal is to approximate
a posterior p(θ|xs,xr) with the likelihood function being
implicitly defined by the generative process [17]. We assume
that the simulator is a set of dynamical differential equations,
typically solved using numerical or analytical solvers and
often intractable and/or expensive to evaluate. Since there
are no assumptions that equations are known, this type of
approach can be used with black-box simulators.

A. BayesSim

As described in previous work [2], [15], recent LFI meth-
ods approximate the intractable posterior p(θ|x = xr) by
directly learning a conditional density qφ(θ|x) parameterized
by parameters φ. This usually takes the form of a mixture
of density network [18] where its outputs are the parameters
of a Mixture of Gaussians. Parameters φ are learned in the
following way: first, generate a dataset with N pairs (θn,xn)
where θn is drawn independently from a distribution p̃(θ)
referred to as the proposal prior. Observations xn are gen-
erated by running the forward model using parameters θn
sampled from the chosen prior and collecting state-action
pairs throughout the episode.

Then, we maximize the likelihood
∏
n qφ(θn|xn) w.r.t. φ.

In previous work [15], it has been shown that qφ(θ|x) will be
proportional to p̃(θ)

p(θ)p(θ|x) if we optimize the log likelihood
as follows:

L(φ) =
1

N

∑
n

log qφ(θn|xn) (1)

Subsequently, an estimate of the posterior can be obtained
by:

p̂(θ|x = xr) ∝ p(θ)

p̃(θ)
qφ(θ|x = xr), (2)
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where p(θ) is the desirable prior that might be different than
the proposal prior. In the case when p̃(θ) = p(θ), it follows
that p̂(θ|x = xr) ∝ qφ(θ|x = xr).

The conditional density qφ(θ|x) is a mixture of K Gaus-
sians,

qφ(θ|x) =
∑
k

αk(x)N (θ|µ(x)k,Σk(x)), (3)

where {αk(x}Kk=1 are mixing functions, {µk(x)}Kk=1 are
mean functions and {Σk(x)}Kk=1 are covariance functions.
These functions can be defined as linear combinations of
Quasi Monte Carlo (QMC) random Fourier features [2] or
neural networks as in [18]. The inputs x can be high-
dimensional state-action trajectories or, for computational
reasons, summary statistics calculated from trajectory data;
e.g. cross-correlation, means and standard deviations. In this
case we write qφ(θ|ψ(x)) where ψ(·) is a function extracting
the summary statistics from the trajectories.

IV. DOMAIN RANDOMIZATION

Domain Randomization is often used to alleviate the
”reality gap” in over simplified simulation models and im-
prove the performance of robotics control strategies. The
goal is to create a variety of simulated environments with
randomized properties and train a model that works across
all of them. It is Likely that this model can adapt to the real-
world environment as it is expected that the real system is
one sample in that rich distribution of training variations.
However, as we shall see, this solution only works on a
limited set of problems. More specifically, the use of wide
uniform distributions to sample simulation configurations
only increases the complexity, for example, in learning RL
policies for robotics applications.

Some recent control strategies with model free reinforce-
ment learning have shown promising results in solving
complex tasks. However, most methods still rely on good
simulation environments to learn its optimal controllers. For
instance, Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients [19] has been
successful when applied to these problems by leveraging
ideas from Deep-Q-Learning (DQN) [20]. Another set of pol-
icy search algorithms also suitable for continuous domains
rely on the idea of trust region optimization. The exploration-
exploitation trade-off is solved by limiting the maximum
step size during updates. This is determined by its trust
regions and its optimal point is then evaluated progressively
until convergence. In this way, updates are always limited
by their own trust region which results in a not only faster
but more stable optimization process. Proximal Policy Opti-
mization (PPO) [21] and Trust Region Policy Optimization
(TRPO) have incorporated such ideas to provide state-of-the-
art performance in a wide range of control problems. Some
algorithms such as DDPG relies on storing an experience
buffer and sampling from it during policy training, this is
commonly known as off-policy learning. Techniques like
Experience Replay [22], Prioritized Experience replay [23]
and Hindsight Experience Replay (HER) [24] aim to make

this sampling procedure better. The latter has been developed
to improve performance on sparse RL problems.

Typically, on RL problems, an agent interacts with an
environment E in discrete time steps. At each step t the agent
receives an observation ot, takes an action at and receives
a real number reward rt. In general, actions in robotics are
continuous values at ∈ RD and environments are usually
partially observed so that the entire history of observations,
action pairs η = {st,at,ot}T−1

t=0 . The goal is to maximize
the expected sum of discounted future rewards by following
a policy πβ(at|st), parametrized by β,

J(β) = Eη

[
T−1∑
t=0

γ(t)r(st,at)|β

]
. (4)

Policy learning in RL can be quite challenging in a
Domain Randomization setting. This is due to the already
inherited unstable nature of RL algorithms. As it is shown
in Equation 4, the loss function J(β) is optimized over
expectations of rewards weighted by γ(t). Therefore, updates
on πβ(at|st) not only follow gradients that are calculated
over a noisy measurement but they also are biased since
the policy being trained is the same one used to explore.
This makes the ”reality gap” problem even worse as the
environment in which we collect data is constantly changing.
Gradients can have completely different directions and mag-
nitudes depending on the current simulation configuration
and, while performing domain randomization over uniform
priors [1], the ”averaged out” gradient might not provide the
robustness expected from such methods in some set of tasks.

Using LFI to solve the above problem follows the same
core approach: at each rollout a parameter is sampled from
a posterior p̂(θ|x = xr) where we maximize the objective,

J(β) = Eθ

[
Eη

[
T−1∑
t−0

γ(t)r(st,at)|β

]]
, (5)

where θ ∼ p̂(θ|x = xr) with respect to the policy
parameters β. The main difference is that the distribution
is now learned from data which gives the desired density
around true parameter values. This results in a more stable
learning algorithm and efficient policy performance in the
target environment.

Alternatively, model based methods rely on approximate
system dynamics to evaluate future trajectories and compute
the policy online, either by solving an optimisation problem
as in iLQG [25], [26], or by sampling actions stochastically
as in IT-MPC [9]. In either case, the first action of the
computed trajectory is executed, a new observation gathered,
and the remaining trajectory is re-optimised, a procedure
known as Receding Horizon Control (RHC). As the control
horizon gets larger, the importance of estimating the action-
value of the terminal state diminishes, but we need to have
more accurate dynamics [27]. Therefore, these methods can
also benefit from domain randomization by incorporating
uncertainty in the model parameters when evaluating future
trajectories, such as in DISCO [10].
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V. ONLINE BAYESSIM

Here we present the main contribution of the paper: Online
BayesSim. We leverage previous work in likelihood-free
inference to simultaneously improve a controller and learn
a distribution over the simulator parameters. Additionally,
we propose a methodology to automate the computation of
a low-dimensional representation of state-action trajectories
using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). The difficulty in
representing high-dimensional time series has been one of
the major reasons why LFI methods do not scale well to
higher dimensional spaces. We show that with an RNN,
latent representations from entire trajectories can be learnt
and used directly for the posterior estimation. This removes
the need to manually define meaningful summary statistics,
which sometimes, can be a quite difficult and complex task.

A. Automatic Trajectory Embedding

In robotics control, trajectories of state-action pairs can
be long sequences of correlated data, making the input
dimensionality to the LFI framework prohibitively large and
computationally costly. A common strategy inherited from
traditional frameworks such as approximate Bayesian com-
putation is to first extract sufficient statistics over the raw data
generated by the simulator. This strategy has been proven
successful in previous work [2], [15]. Although this approach
seemed useful for simpler problems, it does not scale well
to higher dimensional and more complex problems.

By introducing temporal models such as RNNs for auto-
mated sufficient statistics learning we achieve better scalabil-
ity and automation on feature extraction from trajectory data.
Let z be a latent representation defined as z = ψγ(S,A)
where S = {st}Tt=1 and A = {at}Tt=1 are sequences of states
and actions from t = 1 to T and γ are the weights of a LSTM
[28] denoted by ψγ(·). We input the latent embedding z of
state and action pairs directly into the posterior estimator,
qφ(θ|z) and train both set of parameters γ and φ jointly.
Gradients are propagated throughout the entire network in a
single back-propagation operation. From now on, whenever
we refer to updates to the model qφ(θ|z), we will be referring
to updates in the parameters of both LSTM feature extractor
γ and posterior estimator φ.

B. Sequential Learning

Recent work in domain randomization [2] requires policy
optimization and dynamical model learning to happen in
two separate steps. For the likelihood-free inference scenario,
where a posterior is approximated through the observations
collected in a simulated environment, we shall see that
the controllers used to explore the state-action space are
not required to be optimal. This allows us to learn both
control strategies and environment models in a more iterative
and principled way. Alternatively, we also show that the
sequential nature of our algorithm can also be used online in
MPC methods like [10] to update its internal model to reflect
variations in the environment, e.g. adjust friction coefficients,
compensate for extra weights added to the robot and etc.

In this work we follow an iterative process where at each
step t we use the data generated on simulation configurations
conditioned on the distribution over parameters θ learned
in the previous step t − 1. Our approach can be seen
as a domain randomization method where the distribution
is updated during training by receiving feedback of the
current interactions with the environment. We end up with
controllers that not only have better performance but also are
capable of adapting to changes in the environment.

Formally, we start with a stochastic controller πβ(at|st)
and no prior knowledge of the true parameters represented
by an uniform prior p(θ). In the first iteration πβ(at|st)
is initialised with samples from the uniform prior p(θ).
Trajectories Ss,As are collected using current πβ(at|st)
which are then used to update our Mixture of Gaussians
model qφ(θ|z). New data Sr,Ar is then collected in the
target system (e.g. real environment, proxy simulator and
etc) using the same controller which is subsequently used
to recover a new posterior and update the control strategy.
p(θ|S,A = Sr,Ar). The prior p(θ) is then replaced by the
new posterior and the algorithm iterates until we achieve
the desired controller performance. As we shall see in
the experiments, there are two possible interpretations for
Algorithm 1; When used on a RL setting, improving the
controller means performing a gradient step in the direction
that maximizes a given reward function. Alternatively in
a MPC setup, the controller is improved by replacing its
internal environment model to one that better represents the
multi-modality of a physical world. A better representation
of the environment for such methods means more efficient
trajectory sampling that ultimately results in minimizing the
involved cost function. In both scenarios, line 13 in the
algorithm can be seen as improving our current control
strategy to further collect data for our next step of posterior
estimation. More details of the entire workflow can be seen
in Algorithm 1.

VI. RESULTS

Method performance is evaluated on both Sim2Sim, where
in some cases the second simulator has a different engine,
and on a Sim2Real scenario where we use a Skid-Steer
Robot. We show that very accurate posterior estimation is
not entirely required to achieve state of the art control. As
we shall see, in some cases an optimal controller can be
trained without a fully converged dynamics model. This is an
advantage of using full distributions for dynamics modelling
instead of single point estimates.

We have chosen Pendulum, Cartpole, Acrobot and Hopper
for simple control tasks. Sparse rewards robotics setups
are also tested: both push and slide tasks (OpenAI Gym)
performed by the fetch robot were evaluated for a more
complex Reinforcement Learning problem. Lastly, we also
evaluate the performance on a real robot using IT-MPC
techniques where posteriors are updated in simulation with
data collected from its real world counterpart and then used
to replace the internal model of the controller in real time.
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Fig. 1: Accumulated rewards and recovered posterior at steps 5, 10, 15 and 25 shows that a policy for PPO2 can be trained
while we approximate the distribution over true parameters (length and masspole)

Algorithm 1 Online BayesSim

1: //observed and real trajectories: Ss,As and Sr,Ar

2: //RNN Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) estimator: qφ(θ|z)
3: //RL Policy: πβ(at|st)
4: Inputs: total steps, policy train steps, mog train steps,

num sampled params, p(θ0)
5: Outputs: qφ(θ|z), πβ(at|st)
6:
7: Initialize weights β and φ randomly
8:
9: t← 1

10: repeat
11: θt ∼ p(θt−1)
12: Ss,As ← Run πβt

(at|st) in sim with θt.
13: βt ← βt−1 + λ∇πβt

(at|st)
14: φt ← φt−1 + λ∇qφ(θt|ψγt(Ss,As))
15: Sr,Ar ← Run πβt(at|st) on real env.
16: p(θt|S,A)← qφ(θt|ψγt(Sr,Ar))
17: p(θt)← p(θt|S,A)
18: t← t+ 1
19: until t < total steps or convergence reached

For posterior estimation benchmarking, we compare our
sufficient-statistics free posterior estimation with both ε-Free
[15] and RFF (Random Fourier Features) [2] methods. On
the real robot setup, we show that our work can assist IT-
MPC methods like DISCO [10] to react to changes in the
environment by performing iterative and real time posterior
updates. For all experiments we have collected data from
multiple attempts in order to better capture the variance of
different initializations.

A. Classic control tasks

While in the Pendulum, Cartpole and Acrobot we use
different instances of the same simulation, in the Hopper

problem we use different simulation engines to evaluate our
method. In the latter, the ”real world” is represented by
MuJoCo while the controller is trained entirely on PyBul-
let. For all RL policies we have used the stable-baselines
framework implementation with their default parameters. For
posterior estimation the mixture of gaussians has been chosen
to have 5 components to allow the recovery of multimodal
distributions.

On each inner-loop step of Online BayesSim we trained
a PPO2 (Cartpole, Acrobot) [21] and SAC (Pendulum) [29]
policy πβ(at|st) for 300 steps where each episode has 50
steps and qφ(θ|z) for 200 epochs with 200 trajectories
generated by the current policy. In both tasks, there is no
initial training from the uniform prior, the policy used in
the first iteration has random weights. We run the outer-
loop for a total of 30 epochs and we achieve state of the
art log-likelihood on posterior estimation for all tasks while
also achieving maximum reward with the learned controller.
Results on figure 1 shows that the same multi-modality
recovered in previous work [2] is very similar to the one
achieved in here. However, the distribution is more peaked
due to the higher log-likelihood as depicted on table I. In
the Hopper problem, we train a PPO2 policy with the same
configuration as above but the only difference is that we
run the outer-loop for longer (50 epochs). Although highest
log-likelihood value is not achieved in this problem, values
are close enough to consider successful transfer between two
different simulation engines. It is worth to note that previous
work has evaluated the same problem using the same engine
on both ends. Our evaluation is more challenging as each
simulation engine have specific ways of implementing their
differential equations.

Lastly, the highest difference in posterior evaluation can be
seen on the Acrobot task. As we increase the dimensionality
of the parameters being estimated, methods with sufficient
statistics will not capture the correct latent space of state-
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Problem Parameter Prior Online BayesSim BayesSim RFF ε-Free
CartPole Length / Mass [0.1, 1.0] 4.66±0.22 2.68±0.08 2.88±0.15
Pendulum Length / Mass [0.1, 1.0] 4.076±0.12 3.89±0.34 3.332±0.41
Fetch Push Friction [0.1, 2.0] 2.09±0.12 2.18±0.19 2.10±0.27
Fetch Slide Friction [0.1, 2.0] 3.24±0.21 3.12±0.08 2.55±0.26
Hopper Lat. Friction [0.1, 0.5] 3.25±0.33 3.134±0.11 3.384±0.25
Acrobot Link Mass 1 & 2 [0.5, 2.0] 2.85±0.12 1.534±0.22 1.210±0.32

Link Length 1 & 2 [0.1, 1.5] 2.25±0.13 1.426±0.11 1.012±0.21

TABLE I: Mean and standard deviation of log-likelihood of the joint distribution for offline and online likelihood-free
methods, applied to different problems and combination of parameters

Fig. 2: (Top) Comparison of different DR techniques in a
open loop task shows that Online BayesSim outperforms its
offline counterpart while uniform DR does not seem to work.
(Bottom) Comparison on a Closed Loop task, uniform DR
seems to work better but still would require more steps to
reach the same reward as the two other methods.

action pairs. This shows that using RNNs for automatic
trajectory embedding works better on problems where we
estimate a higher number of simulation parameters.

B. Sparse reward robotics tasks

Both experiments with the Fetch robot required a different
setup from the ones above. While in the classical control
tasks we start with a completely random controller, in this
set of experiments we have to train the initial controller
on a uniform prior for 10 epochs before we start the main
method loop. This happens as we have to firstly learn basic

kinematics to then be able to cause the perturbation on the
state space that is required to learn the dynamics model.

In order to solve the sparse reward problem of both tasks
we have used DDPG coupled with Hindsight Experience
Replay. In the first iteration we train the policy on uniform
prior for 15 epochs and for the remaining of the loop
we train the controller for 5 epochs before fitting a new
posterior. In order to work well, we were also required to
reduce the size of the HER replay buffer. Since the replay
buffer stores past experiences and our simulator is changing
at every step, we require a buffer that is able to replace
past experiences quickly so as to accommodate the constant
changes in simulation.

Results depicted on Figure 2 shows that higher reward is
achieved for both experiments when compared to different
domain randomization techniques. While on the push task
the uniform domain randomization is able to achieve similar
reward at the end of training when compared to other
methods, in the fetch slide there is no visible reward increase.
The log-likelihood presented on Table I shows that our
method outperforms previous work on the more challenging
slide task while reaches similar log-likelihood on the push
task with lower variance and higher overall reward. Variance
in rewards for both experiments is higher as we use non-
converged dynamics distributions along the way, therefore
it causes the robot to experiment more uncertainty while
optimizing its controller.

C. Experiments on a physical robot

This section presents experimental results with a physical
robot equipped with a skid-steering drive mechanism (Fig-
ure 3). We modelled the kinematics of the robot based on a
modified unicycle model, which accounts for skidding via an
additional parameter [30]. The parameters to be estimated via
Online BayesSim are the robot’s wheel radius, axial distance,
i.e. the distance between the wheels, and the displacement of
the robot’s instant centre of rotation (ICR) from the robot’s
centre. A non-zero value on the latter affects turning by
sliding the robot sideways. The control task was defined
as following a circular path at a constant tangential speed.
Costs were set to make the robot follow a circle of 0.75 m
radius with c(st) =

√
d2t + (vt − v0)2, where dt represents

the robot’s distance to the edge of the circle and v0 = 0.2
m/s is a reference linear speed.

We have used DISCO [10] as the robot’s controller, a
stochastic non-linear MPC based on MPPI [9]. Such method
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Fig. 3: (Left) Skid-steer Robot. (Center) As posteriors are refined the controller has fewer overshoots on the circular trajectory.
(Right) Cumulative average of the cost over time.

Fig. 4: Posterior distribution for the first iteration of online
BayesSim on the experiments with a physical robot. Avail-
able measured values are indicated by a dashed line.

Fig. 5: Posterior distribution for the second iteration of
online BayesSim on the experiments with a physical robot.
Available measured values are indicated by a dashed line.

considers the uncertainty in the system’s parameters and,
hence, can be used together with the posteriors recovered in
each step of Online BayesSim. The main advantage of using
Online BayesSim instead of its offline counterpart is that we
can continuously update the internal model of the controller
to reflect changes in the environment in real time. As the
robot experiences different scenarios, the data is then incor-
porated in the main loop where multimodal posteriors can
arise naturally to reflect changes such as increase/decrease
in robot weight, different friction coefficients and etc.

In order to evaluate our method in the above task, we
firstly initialize the controller with a wide uniform prior and
iteratively update it with trajectory data through BayesSim.

Sampling distribution for θ Mean cost

Prior 2.39± 0.48
Posterior after first iteration 0.37± 0.35
Posterior after second iteration 0.36± 0.32

TABLE II: Average task cost for the robotic experiment
with different types of sampling distribution for the model
parameters.

The resulting posterior is then updated in the controller for
the next batch of data collection. This process is repeated
until there are no considerable changes in the estimated
posterior or reasonable performance is achieved by the
controller.

The results presented in Figure 3 and Table II show the
qualitative and quantitative improvement in the control task
as the posterior distribution is refined. As expected, once
the robot is able to collect data from the real environment
and refine its knowledge of the world, the results improve
significantly. After that, the posterior distribution keeps ad-
justing to the idiosyncrasies of the environment, as reflected
by the further improvement, albeit not as substantially. The
main benefit of this setup, however, is the fact that refining
the posterior distribution provides a way of adjusting to the
non-stationary characteristic of the environment with a fast
response to the sudden changes.

Figure 4 presents the first posterior, which was estimated
from data obtained by running DISCO with the uniform
prior. The second posterior estimated by running DISCO
with the previous posterior is shown in Figure 5. As evident
from the plots, the second posterior distribution is more
concentrated, providing a more informative guess of the
true physical parameters to the controller. Another evidence
to highlight is that, although one can measure the wheel
radius and the axial distance without many difficulties, the
parameter indicating the robot’s ICR is hard to measure,
involving an elaborate weighing process. The estimate from
Online BayesSim then again highlights the usefulness of
Bayesian inference for robotic problems with unknown phys-
ical parameters.
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VII. DISCUSSION

This paper presented a principled framework for solving
the ”reality gap” problem in robotics simulators, combin-
ing parameter estimation with policy improvement. The
approach is capable of leveraging these two problems within
a single framework, where sequential improvements in con-
troller performance are used to estimate better simulation
parameters and the associated uncertainty. Online BayesSim,
as seen in table I and figure 2, outperforms previous work
in terms of accumulated reward and quality of posterior. It
is also more general as it does not assume an initial optimal
controller. Moreover, we provide a method that connects
traditional statistics literature with more recent ideas on
learning latent representations for dynamical systems with
recurrent neural networks. Lastly, we perform experiments
on a real robot and we show how our method can be used
to improve environmental beliefs in real time through our
iterative posterior distribution refinement.The combination
of Bayesian inference for black-box generative models and
policy search opens a myriad of possibilities for applications
in robotics when a simulator is available and a controller
needs to be optimized for further deployment into a real
system. The automatic trajectory embedding method can be
further extended to receive sequences of images as inputs,
leveraging powerful simulators with realistic graphics capa-
bilities. In this manner, even appearance parameters such as
textures and illumination could be estimated from sequences
of images. Finally, we highlight the importance of treating
the estimation of simulation parameters from a probabilistic
point of view since inferring posterior distributions as op-
posed to point estimates can lead to more robust, safe and
reliable controllers.
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